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victoria house
nursery
Dear Parents
Thank you for your interest in the Victoria House Nursery Baby Wing.
We are presently accepting applications for enrolment for babies aged
under 2 years to join us in or after September 2018.
Enclosed you will find a Parents’ Information Pack with Terms Conditions and
an Application Form.
If you would like to know more about the Nursery, please feel free to
telephone to make an appointment to arrange a visit.
We look forward to hearing from you.
All good wishes
Yours sincerely

Carolyn S Nicholson
Head Teacher/Owner
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victoria house
nursery

Staff team
Carolyn Nicholson

Head Teacher/Owner
Physical Education/Education
(University of Wales)
Diploma in Pre-School Practice Level 3

Senior Management Team
Caroline New

Head of Business/Finance
B.Sc (Hons) Business Administration

Beth Ledingham

Business Manager
BSc (Hons) Archaeology
Diploma in Pre-school Practice Level 3
Recently Completed QCF Level 5

Sally Bell

Deputy – Diploma in Pre-School Practice
Level 3

Charlotte Downward

Floor Supervisor – Diploma in Pre-School
Practice Level 3

Pre-School
Sally Bell

Diploma in Pre-School Practice Level 3

Anna Shaw

Diploma in Pre-School Practice Level 3

Emma Joughin

Early Years Practitioner in Training

Toddler Floor
Ashleigh Anderson

BA (Hons) in Early Childhood Studies

Anna Moore

BA in Creative Expressive Therapies
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Baby Wing
Charlotte Downward

Diploma in Pre-School Practice – Level 3

Dawn Redmond

Education Support

Apprentices
Amica Hatterlsey

Apprentice in Training

Bethany Counsell

Apprentice in Training

Housekeepers
Caroline Uren

Housekeeper

Keira Green

Housekeeper

Bank Staff
Andrea Williams

Bank Staff/Support

Kim Fletcher

BA (Hons) Printed Textile Design

Karen Hardman

Bank Staff/Support

Jean Smalley

Support – Woodland Learning

Niels Bertelsen

Support – Woodland Learning

Debbie Whitmore

Bank Staff/Support

Jennifer McCallion

Bank Staff – Homework/After School
Club

Chloe Crittenden

Early Years Practitioner in Training

Miranda Wint

Early Years Practitioner in Training

Jennifer McCallion

Bank Staff/Support

Kate Gill
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Please note that, whilst we may have said on the phone or in a letter that
there is currently a place available for the sessions you require, no place at
Nursery can be formally offered until we have received your application
form and registration fee.
An offer of a place will then be made no later than 6 months before your
required start date (if one is available) and will be confirmed upon receipt of
your acceptance and deposit, within the specified time (a maximum of two
weeks).

Immunisations:
It is Victoria House Nursery policy that all children admitted to Nursery should
be fully inoculated in line with the IOM Government’s recommended
inoculation schedule.
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OUR ETHOS IS BASED ON LOVING KINDNESS
(created by Victoria House staff August 2005)
We believe that every child is an individual. They are precious and need nurturing so that they can
learn and develop to their full potential in life. During this journey every child requires their basic
needs to be met so that their experiences can be positive and happy. All children are essentially
good and willing to learn, given the right opportunities and support.
The staff aim to foster a positive working ethos where all members of the tem are equal. Everyone
has the opportunity to share ideas, experiences and opinions, which will be listened to with
tolerance and dignity. Within the Victoria House environment the staff will work as a team,
celebrating the achievements together whilst still recognizing individual strengths that benefit
everyone. All adults will be encouraged to reach their full potential and strive to be the best.
Victoria House staff aim to develop an honest, caring and supportive relationship with the parents
and carers. It is hoped that both staff and parents/carers will work together for the benefit of the
child, showing respect, understanding and tolerance of each other. Differences will be both
accepted and celebrated whenever possible. Both staff and parents/carers will be approachable,
non-judgemental and polite at all times.
Victoria House Centre for Early Learning aim to develop a reliable, safe and welcoming
environment for all the community to enjoy. The community will be treated with respect in a nondiscriminatory and unbiased relationship so that a ‘safe haven’ can be created which fosters an
open door policy. As this relationship develops the staff hope to become a dependable, integral
part of the community for the benefit of everyone.
Children have a right to an environment that facilitates their development and we aim to provide
the best stage appropriate curriculum available, offering diverse opportunities for learning and
having fun.

At Victoria House we aim to:
•

provide high quality care and education for young children.

•

work in partnership with parents to help children to learn and develop;

•

add to the life and well-being of its local community;

•

offer children and their parents a service which promotes equality and values diversity.

•

follow nationally recognised frameworks and curriculum.
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Victoria House Nursery Celebrates Their 10th Birthday
On the 5th September 2015, Victoria House Nursery celebrated 10 years in
business. Since opening its doors in 2005, with twelve children and six members of
staff, the nursery’s growth has been consistent and substantial. Owned and
managed by Carolyn Nicholson, who drew upon her vast experience within
children’s Physical
Health and Education, the Nursery enjoys an exceptional reputation and demand for
places is high.
It is now an award-winning establishment, with fifteen fully qualified members of
staff.
The Nursery possesses top facilities, including a separate Baby Wing and outdoor
space within its grounds that caters for babies up to two years old.
Furthermore, the Nursery incorporates a highly successful Pre-school curriculum,
which is managed and delivered by a fully qualified Early Years Teacher.
With recent changes implemented by Tynwald, the spotlight has been shone upon
Early Years Education on the Island, however, Victoria House Nursery has once
again taken the lead and has been running a comprehensive Pre-school curriculum
led by a fully Qualified Teacher in keeping with the Department of Education for a
number of years.
The culture of the organisation as a whole is to deliver a top class education in a
caring environment, equipping children with inherent personal, social and cognitive
development.
The dedication of its staff towards delivering exceptional care for its children, as well
as an excellent service for parents, has not gone unnoticed. In 2011 the Nursery
achieved the prestigious Step Into Quality award linked to Lancashire Education
Authority, which recognises all round excellence in learning provision. This was
followed up with verification of continuing levels of excellence in October 2012.
In addition, the Nursery was nominated at the 2011 Isle of Man Newspapers Awards
for Excellence in Customer Service. Such recognition only serves to show that the
Nursery has maintained its commitment to providing a quality, multi-faceted nursery
experience for all the children and parents in their care.
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At Victoria House your child:
•

is in a safe and stimulating environment which promotes outdoor play and a healthy eating
lifestyle;

•

is given generous care and attention, because of our ratio of adults to children;

•

has the chance to join with other children and adults to play, work and learn together;

•

is helped to take forward her/his learning and development by being helped to build on
what she/he already knows and can do;

•

has the chance to establish the skills required for later reading and writing through phonics
and well chosen stories, songs, rhymes and games;

•

is helped to create habits of listening, sharing and concentration and pride in their
achievements;

•

is observed regularly, to ensure that your child makes satisfying progress;

•

is in a setting which sees you as a partner in helping your child to learn and develop;

•

is in a setting in which parents help to shape the service it offers.

Working together for your children:
Victoria House has a high ratio of adults to children in the setting. This helps us to:
•

create a safe and secure environment for your child;

•

give time and attention to each child;

•

talk with the children about their interests and activities to facilitate planning;

•

help children to experience and benefit from the activities we provide; and allow the
children to explore and be adventurous in safety.

Victoria House Staff:
Victoria House values its staff very highly. All of our staff are fully qualified. In the interests of the
staff and children, all staff members are given every opportunity to develop their personal and
professional skills and to broaden their knowledge of child care practice. To facilitate this we hold
regular staff meetings, encourage staff to attend both internal and external training courses and
conduct regular staff appraisals.
At Victoria House we believe in hands-on leadership. The Management team are all fully involved
in the day to day running of the Nursery. We pride ourselves on offering high standards in Child
Care.
Victoria House also keeps itself up-to-date with best practice in early years care and education.
There are information sheets on many topics availbale for parents to take; and the latest copy of
many professional publications are available to read.
Victoria House has good links and relationships with both the Department of Education and
Children and the Isle of Man college. These relationships help to facilitate best working practice
and keeps us up to date with current practice.
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Our services:
•

We are open Monday to Friday 8am to 6pm, all year, except for the Christmas and New
Year period., and Bank Holidays

Collection of Children:
•
•
•
•

All children must be collected by 6pm each day.
All children must be collected by an adult over the age of 16 years.
If any person other than the parent or authorised adult known to us is to collect your child,
the Office must be informed beforehand and introduced whenever possible.
If we are at all unsure, we reserve the right to satisfy ourselves of the authenticity of the
person collecting your child, before allowing your child to be taken from the nursery.

Fees:
Registration fee
There is a one off non-refundable registration fee of £40.00 payable when you apply for a place
for your child at Victoria House. This covers initial administration costs and entitles you to a free
Victoria House shoe/nappy bag for your child.
Deposit
There is a deposit of 4 weeks’ fees payable when you accept the place offered to your child. The
deposit must be paid, and the offer of a place accepted, within 2 weeks of the offer being
made or the offer of a place may be forfeited.
This deposit is held, and offset against the final month’s fees, that your child attends nursery. The
deposit is not refundable if you decide at a later date (but before the due start date) not to take
up the place.

Sessional Fees – Baby Wing
Full day
8am – 6pm

Morning
8am – 1pm

Afternoon
1.30pm – 6pm

£ 48.00

£ 31.00

£ 26.00

.

Payment:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fees are payable monthly in advance by standing order – please complete the form which
is part of the application form. Fees must be paid by the last working day of the previous
month to which they apply.
Fees must still be paid if children are absent with or without notice (includes family holidays
or sickness).
Failure to pay fees on time will incur penalty charges and persistent non-payment may
result in your child losing his/her place.
If you decide to withdraw your child, you must give one month’s notice in writing. Fees are
payable in full until the end of the notice period
If you withdraw your child without notice, a month’s fees are payable in lieu of notice.
At least one month’s notice will be given of any increase in fees.
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The Baby Wing
The Baby Wing at Victoria House consists of a purpose built suite, where your child
will be cared for by an experienced, dedicated and qualified staff team.
The Baby Wing is a self contained unit. This means that your baby will always be
cared for in a quiet, undisturbed and appropriate environment.
Victoria House has adopted the Early Years Foundation Stage curriculum. We have
wholeheartedly adopted the principles that underpin this framework.
Those principles are:
Parents and Families are central to the well-being of the child
Relationships with other people (both adults and children) are of crucial importance in a
child's life
A relationship with a key person at home and in the setting is essential to young
children's well-being
Babies and young children are social beings, they are competent learners from
birth.
Learning is a shared process and children learn most effectively when, with the
support of a knowledgeable and trusted adult, they are actively involved and
interested.
Caring adults count more than resources and equipment
Schedules and routines must flow with the child's needs.
Children learn when they are given appropriate responsibility, allowed to make errors,
decision's and choices, and respected as autonomous and competent learners.
Children learn by DOING rather than by being told.

Young children are vulnerable. They learn to be independent by having someone they can
depend upon
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Toileting and Hygiene
When your child begins in the Baby Wing, we would ask that you provide an
adequate supply of nappies, wipes, creams and baby wipes. We would also
ask that you provide a set of spare clothes. These must all be clearly labelled
with your child's name.

Bottle Feeding.
If your child is still bottle fed, we would ask that you provide an adequate number of
feeds, plus at least one spare feed in case of accidents. We would ask that all of your
bottles are clearly labelled. Initials on the base of the bottles
will suffice.

Weaning Processes
Once you start to wean your child, please speak to the staff team, so that they aware of any
preferences, food habits etc. All weaning foods should be supplied as above, again providing
extra portions.
Early Learning
At Victoria House, each individual child’s care is structured so that the care and support is
appropriate to the developmental stages and priorities of your child, not necessarily on the age
your child has reached. During their time at Victoria House your child will progress through the
areas of learning at their own pace.
Our whole environment is bright and inviting with lots of stimulating activities going on to make it
an exciting and happy atmosphere, which encourages the children to participate and try new
experiences. All of the activities feed your child's imagination and helps them to grow and think
independently.

Moving On

Once your child is accepted into the baby wing, that automatically assumes that he/she will move
on into the main nursery when he/she reaches 2 years of age – there is no need to re-apply for a
place in nursery.
As your child approaches his/her second birthday, he/she will be taken on taster visits to the main
house where a key worker from the Baby Wing will supervise sessions with the age 2-3 children,
so you child can get used to the new environment.
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How parents can become involved:
Victoria House recognises parents as the first and most important educators of their children. All
of the staff see themselves as co-workers with you in providing care and education for your child.
There are many ways in which parents take part in making the setting a welcoming and
stimulating place for children and parents, such as:
•

exchanging knowledge about their children’s needs, activities, interests and progress with
the staff;

•

helping to provide, make and look after the equipment and materials used in the children’s
play activities;

•

taking part in events and informal discussions about the activities and curriculum provided
by the setting;

•

joining in community activities in which the setting takes part; and

•

building friendships with other parents.

Joining in:
You can offer to take part in a session by sharing your own interests and skills with the children as
a parent volunteer For example gardening, knitting, woodwork or helping out with off site trips..
Feel free to arrange to drop in, if you would like to see us at work or to speak with the staff.
We will also be offering a variety of drop in sessions, dress-up days, parent and child sessions
and other informal evening drop in sesions. Many evening sessions may be based on topics of
interest, such as Early Years Education and Care, Behavioural Problems, or potty training; as well
as fun nights for all the family. Our summer barbecues are always a popular events too.
You can always suggest ideas for forthcoming sessions.

Special needs:
As part of the nursery’s policy to make sure that its provision meets the needs of each individual
child, we take account of any special needs which a child may have.
Please speak to Carolyn if you have any concerns regarding Special Educational Needs. We have
a excellent working relationship with the Pre-School Assessment Centre and from 2012 it is
mandatory in the UK for all Nurseries to carry out the 2-3 yrs Early Assessmnet checks. Please
ask for details.

Birthdays:
It is our pleasure to share with you in the celebrations of your child’s birthday. If you would like to
bring in a birthday cake for your child to share with their Nursery friends, please do so. We will of
course entertain your child with a rendition of ‘Happy Birthday’.
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Newsletters:
Regular newsletters are produced to let parents know of planned themes for the next half term,
fundraising activities, and other information that the parent should be aware of.
We arrange events for parents and children to be involved in. Please check our notice boards for
further information. We also have a Facebook page and website www.victoriahousenursery.com

Policies:
Copies of the our policies are readily available for you to view, and copies can be requested.
Each floor has a policy folder available to parents. Please ask to view.
We are governed by Social Services and it is mandatory forn us to have Terms and Conditions
and a Policies file. These policies enable us to:




Be transaprent
Continue to review and update
Continue to strive for excellence
Provide the best possible quality care for child, parents and staff alike.

Parking:
A dropping off area has been designated at the front of the building for your use. Please exercise
great care when bringing and collecting your children.
Anyone using the car park does so at their own risk. The company does not accept responsibility
for any injury, damage or loss to persons.
Please park responsibly in the marked parking bays.

Sickness:
If your child becomes ill whilst at Nursery, we will take care of him/her until we make the
appropriate arrangements for you to come and collect.
Our policy changed considerably following the pandemic flu scare of 2009
If your child is ill at home, please DO NOT bring him/her into Nursery. We have to adopt a zero
tolerance stance on this for the protection of all the children in our care, and the staff. A child may
return to Nursery 48hours after starting a course of antibiotics and we will continue to administer
that for you.
We are not licensed to give Calpol. If your child requires this, then perhaps they really need to be
at home.
Please refer to the exclusion guidelines for the various symptoms.
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Victoria House Child Protection Policy
Statement of intent
Victoria House works with children, parents and the community to ensure the safety of children
and to give them the very best start in life.

Aim.
To ensure the protection of all children in our care, both inside and outside the setting. The
welfare of the child is always considered to be paramount.

Methods.
In the event of any parent or member of staff having concerns regarding the welfare of any child in
our care, staff will notify a member of the Senior Staff Team immediately.
•
•

Where appropriate, in the first instance, a member of the Senior Staff Team will discuss
any concerns with the parent /guardian. In such circumstances the child’s records are to be
annotated accordingly.
The law allows the Senior Staff to inform the appropriate authorities as necessary without
the consent of the parent or guardian of the child.

ALL allegations against any member of staff responsible for the care of children will immediately
be referred to the Senior Staff Team.
•
•
•
•

All allegations will be investigated, initially by the Senior Staff Team.
Should it prove necessary, further investigation / action will be taken.
Depending on the nature of the allegations Social Services will be informed by the
Manager.
This is a two way process.

Staffing.
•
•
•
•

All potential staff will be subject to Police checks and other clearance required under the
terms of the Childrens and Young Persons Act 2001, the Regulation of Care Act 2014 and
by the Isle of Man Registrations and Inspections Department.
Staff / Child ratios will at all times adhere to those laid down in statutory guidance.
A minimum of 2 members of staff will always be available.
Every effort is made to ensure that all staff undergo appropriate training and are aware of
the latest issues.

Visitors.
All visitors to Victoria House must sign in and out stating their name, time of arrival / departure and
reason for visit.

Local Authority Guidelines
Child protection guidelines, issued by the relevant authorities will also be included in the overall
child protection policy.
These are available on request.
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Victoria House - Photographic Equipment Policy
Safeguarding Children
Victoria House believes that to effectively observe the children at play, photos/videos may be
used to record this.
Victoria House has 1 camcorder and cameras on each of the three floors, together with printing
facilities. . This enables Victoria House to evidence the planning and learning that has taken
place under the Early Years Foundation Stage.
The Floor Supervisor is responsible for overseeing that the photos taken by a member of the team
are appropriate. Practitioners are aware that it is inappropriate to take photos of children, for
example in the bathroom or when being changed.
At no time are the Nursery cameras to be removed from the premises.
Ink and photo paper are handed out every half term and any requirements are logged and
checked by a Floor Supervisor or a member of the Senior Management Team.

Victoria House – us of Mobile Phone Policy
Our telephone server is Manx Telecom. Victoria House has three telephones in use during the
working day for the use of the office and business requirements.
Staff are respectfully asked to seek permission if the need arises to use a telephone. Use of a
personal mobile phones is not permitted at any time during the working day in the children’s
accessible areas.
Please Note – Baby Wing
There is a mobile telephone connection in the baby wing to the main office.
Also staff are allowed to take the Victoria House mibile phone off site when taking the children for
a walk/outing. Personal mobiles are not permitted during these visits.
Contravening this policy is a disciplinary offence.
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Starting at Victoria House.
Admissions Policy:
When we receive your application form, if we have a place available we will write to offer you that
place. To accept and secure the place you must reply to confirm and pay your deposit within 2
weeks. If you do not accept the place within 2 weeks, we cannot continue to hold it for you and it
will be offered to the next person on the waiting list.
If we do not have an available place when we receive your application form, we will advise you
and your child’s name will be placed on a waiting list. Places will be offered on a first-come-firstserved basis. Any places not taken will then be offered to the child next on the list until all the
places are full.

Immunisations:
It is Victoria House Nursery policy that all children admitted to Nursery should be fully inoculated
in line with the IOM Government’s recommended inoculation schedule.

The first days:
We want your child to feel happy and safe. To make sure that this is the case, the staff will work
with you to decide on how to help your child to settle. We will ask you to complete a profile of your
child to give us the information we need to help your child settle happily into nursery. We will also
set up two ‘taster’ sessions before your child’s due start date, when you and he/she can come in a
join in with the other children and staff for approximately an hour. Your child will be introduced to
his/her key worker during the taster sessions, who initially will be your child’s first point of contact.
N.B. Please ask for a copy of the Victoria House Guide to Settling Your Child.
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TERMS, CONDITIONS AND POLICIES
BABY WING
APPLICATION FOR NURSERY PLACE.
Application forms must be completed and returned with a
£40.00 registration fee before a child can be considered
for entry into the nursery. The registration fee covers
initial administration costs and entitles you to a free
Victoria House pump bag for your child.
).
SESSIONS.
When requesting sessions please bear in mind our minimum requirement that a child attends on
at least 2 different days per week. This is to ensure that they benefit the most from their time at
Nursery and are able to break into the friendship groups.
SECURING PLACES.
If there is a place available, this will be offered to you in writing, at which time a deposit equivalent
to four weeks’ fees will also be requested.
To secure the place, you will need to return your acceptance of the place, and your deposit, within
2 weeks. Failure to do this will result in the offer being withdrawn and the place offered to another
child.
On receipt of your written notice to terminate your child’s place, the deposit will be set against any
outstanding fees due and any credit balance remaining will be repaid to you.
ADMISSION/REMOVAL OF CHILDREN
Victoria House reserve the right to refuse to offer a place to any applicant at any time without
recourse, or to withdraw the offer of a place at any time before the child is due to start or to give a
month’s notice of the withdrawal of a place already in use.
IMMUNISATIONS
It is Nursery policy that all children admitted to Nursery should be fully innoculated in line with the
IOM Government’s recommended inoculation schedule.
DEPOSIT
Your deposit, once paid, is held and offset against the final month’s fees, that your child attends
nursery.
The deposit is not refundable if you decide at a later date (but before the due start date) not
to take up the place.

IN THE MAIN NURSERY ANY CHANGES IN YOUR CHILD’S SESSIONS MUST BE
REQUESTED IN WRITING.
• If you wish to increase your child’s sessions or change the days on which your child
attends, you will go on a waiting list and the changes will be arranged as soon as a suitable
vacancy arises.
• If you need any extra ad hoc sessions on a one off basis, these should also be requested
in writing and will be accommodated wherever possible.
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•
•
•
•

Victoria House requires one month’s written notice if you wish to reduce the number of
sessions your child attends, or if you no longer require the place. Bear in mind our
minimum requirement that a child attends on at least 2 different session days per week.
If you reduce your child’s sessions at any stage, the sessions freed up will be made
available to other families/the waiting list so you may not necessarily be able to pick them
up again at a later date.
Please remember to give one month’s written notice when your child leaves to start at
school.
Insufficient notice will result in a full charge being made for a decrease in sessions or place.

SESSION TIMES
Children should arrive at Nursery no earlier than their session start time, and should leave no later
than their session end time. Fees for early drop off or late pick up are charged at £5.00 per hour
or part thereof.
HOLIDAYS
Victoria House will only be closed during the Christmas and New Year period and on Bank
Holidays. No charge is made when the nursery is closed on these days.
ALL OTHER DAYS ARE TO BE PAID IN FULL, i.e. when your child is absent due to family
holidays or sickness. A copy of current holiday dates is included with your information pack.
Please ensure that you advise us in advance, when your child is going to have a planned absence
such as a holiday, hospital appointment etc.
PAYMENT OF FEES
Fees are Payable monthly in advance by standing order, with payment to be received by the last
working day of the previous month. We do not have the facilities to handle cash payments.
Invoices are issued mid-month for the following month’s fees and must be paid before the first day
of the month to which they relate. There is a post box on the right of the hall for you to ‘post’ your
payment when paying by cheque.
Failure to pay your fees on time will incur our standard penalty fee of £20.00 per week, with the
initial fee being applied on the first day of the new month if payment has not been received by the
end of the last working day of the previous month. It may also result in our having to refuse your
child entry to nursery until all the outstanding fees are paid. We reserve the right to pass on any
charges we incur as a result of unpaid cheques or excessive administration of your account.
INCREASE IN FEES
Victoria House reserve the right to review fees regularly. This is normally done annually in
September but may be done at any time. At least one month’s notice will always be given of
increases at any time.
ILLNESS
If a child becomes unwell during the day, it is Victoria House’s policy to inform the parents as soon
as possible, and discuss the best course of action to take. Victoria House can cater for many
problems, but a child who is running a temperature or suffering from sickness or diarrhoea cannot
be catered for in the nursery. This is for the protection of the other children who attend. Parents
are requested not to send their child to nursery if they are suffering from any infectious diseases.
Victoria House staff must be informed of any illness which may prove to be dangerous to other
children. Victoria House will advise all parents of any outbreaks of illness in the Nursery, and give
advice on exclusion periods and possible treatments.
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ACCIDENT PROCEDURE
If an accident occurs requiring medical attention, you will be contacted immediately. As this is
happening, a staff member will be with your child, and either an ambulance will be called or the
child will be taken by car to Casualty. The nursery will advise you to meet them at the hospital in
this instance. All accidents will be recorded and filed, you will be asked to read and sign the
record. You can request a copy of the accident form.
Please refer to the Policies Folder placed on each floor.
PROPERTY AND BELONGINGS
Victoria House will provide an extensive range of toys for children of all ages. It is therefore not
necessary and not advisable for children to bring toys from home. Children’s comforts and toys of
special interest are acceptable. Victoria House cannot be held responsible for loss or damage to
children’s property, although every effort will be made by the staff to ensure that children’s
belongings are not lost or damaged. Practical inexpensive clothing is strongly recommended.
Victoria House polo shirts and sweatshirts are available to purchase – order forms are available
on request.
Please supply all weather proof clothing, hats, gloves, indoor pumps or slippers, and a pair of
wellies for your child to change into as needed at Nursery. Please also supply a named bottle of
sun cream during the summer months.
INSURANCE
Victoria House has extensive Insurance cover, which is displayed in the entrance hall.
SECURITY
Under no circumstances will a child be allowed to leave nursery with anyone unknown to the
nursery staff unless previously arranged by the parent or guardian. If parents make prior
arrangements, by phone, the nursery will require the name, address and telephone number of the
chosen guardian and they will require proof of identity, on arrival.
FIRE SAFETY
We regularly carry out fire drills, at various times of the day, ensuring that staff and children know
the procedure. Each drill is recorded, and the staff present are required to sign the record.
Smoking is not allowed in the nursery or in the surrounding grounds.
DISCIPLINE
No nursery worker may, under any circumstances, smack a child, at nursery, regardless of the
wishes or views of the parents. A parent smacking their child in the nursery could upset the other
children and spoil their enjoyment of the session. (This paragraph is taken from the Childrens Act
1989)
POLICIES
Health and Safety, Equal Opportunities, Behavioural and Special Needs policies will be shown to
you at the time of your nursery visit and can be found displayed on the Parent’s Notice Board. A
complete set of policies relating to Victoria House is freely available for you to look at, or request
copies of.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES
Victoria House is an Equal Opportunities Nursery and all there are of equal worth, whatever their
gender, race, social class, religion, culture, ability or disability.
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EDUCATION
All children are entitled to an education, which is a valid part of their quality of life, within their
nursery life and is more than a preparation for later stages of education. We follow the Early Years
Foundation Stage Curriculum. We do make observations and keep “records” of all of the
children. These records can be viewed, and added to by parents / carers and discussed with staff
at any time.
NEWSLETTER
You will receive regular copies of our Newsletter.
MEALS
At Victoria House we endorse a healthy eating policy and, would ask that packed lunches do not
contain sweets, chocolate or fizzy drinks. Information and ideas relating to healthy lunches can be
found on the Parent Information boards, and copies can be requested. The children are given a
healthy mid morning and mid afternoon snack. Details of these snacks will be posted on the
information boards. If the children have cooked that day, they may have the opportunity to eat
their goodies!
YOU MUST MAKE THE NURSERY AWARE OF ANY SPECIAL DIETARY REQUIREMENTS,
FOOD ALLERGIES AND INTOLERANCES, SO THAT THE STAFF CAN PLAN ACTIVITIES AND
SNACKS.
Please do not let your child bring sweets into the nursery.
COMMUNICATION
Here at Victoria House we recognise that the care of young children is an extension of, and must
complement, family life. To further this end parents are encouraged to take a close interest in the
day to day activities of the nursery and to talk to staff whenever they feel the need. There is also a
suggestion box available in the entrance hall of the nursery, where you can place any
suggestions. This box is emptied and your suggestions reviewed on a regular basis.
COMPLAINTS PROCEDURE
If you are worried or upset about anything, concerning your child/family, or the nursery and you
wish to discuss it please make an appointment with the office.
Victoria House Nursery have a Complaints Procedure in place and details of this can be found in
the entrance hall of the Nursery or in any area of the Nursery. Parents may approach the
Registrations and Inspection Unit at any stage of a complaint procedure and the address and
telephone number are as follows:Registrations and Inspection Unit, 4th Floor Markwell House, Market Street, Douglas, Isle of Man.
IM1 2RZ
Telephone 01624 642426 and Fax 01624 642412

BEHAVIOUR
It is not acceptable for our staff or children to face, or witness, verbal or physical abuse and we
therefore reserve the right to refuse entry to the building to anyone we believe may cause upset or
disturbance. We may also ask anyone to leave at any time.
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victoria house
Holiday Dates for 2017/2018/2019

nursery

2017 dates
Re-open – Tuesday 3rd January 2017
Good Friday – Friday 14th April 2017
Easter Monday – Monday 17th April 2017
May Day - Monday 1st May 2017
Spring Bank Holiday – Monday 29th May 2017
Senior Race Day – Friday 9th June 2017
Tynwald Fair Day – Wednesday 5th July 2017
August Bank Holiday – Monday 28th August 2017
Close for Christmas – Friday 22nd December 2017
2018 dates
Re-open – Tuesday 2nd January 2018
Good Friday – Friday 30th March 2018
Easter Monday – Monday 2nd April 2018
May Day - Monday 7th May 2018
Spring Bank Holiday – Monday 28th May 2018
Senior Race Day – Friday 8th June 2018
Tynwald Fair Day – Thursday 5th July 2018
August Bank Holiday – Monday 27th August 2018
Close for Christmas – Friday 21st December 2018
2019 dates
Re-open – Wednesday 2nd January 2019
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